EPISODE 21
Cheat Sheet by Kortney Garrison

Finding Allies in Imagination
Guest: Sam Smith
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Meet S.D. Smith
Sam Smith and his wife Gina live in West
Virginia where they homeschool their four
children. Sam is the author of two books,
The Green Ember and The Black Star of
Kingston. He also collaborates on the Story
Warren website, a place that seeks to be an
ally in fostering the imagination at home.

In This Episode
Sam and Sarah talk about the power of story, and how the best stories always share in
truth, beauty, and goodness. He offers his strategy of “explaining up” to his children
instead of “dumbing down.”
Sam tell us about the origins of Story Warren, a place for “kindling imagination for
kingdom anticipation.”
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Sam describes the beginnings of The Green Ember as an improvised family story that
he told to his children. He also spills a few secrets. There’s a prequel to the book called
The Black Star of Kingston now available!

I was not a big reader as a child . . .
Part of creating Story Warren was hoping to
address that lack for a lot of boys . . .
I think we’re paying for that in a lot of ways
with the kind of men that we are.
-S.D. Smith
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Cheater’s Guide
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Use this guide to skip to parts that most interest you, or listen to the entire podcast.
3:49

A little about Sam’s family

5:16

Holy imagination and the Story Warren

6:55

The pull of the culture and looking for a Yes!

9:30

Knowing that we’re not alone

14:11

Sam’s heart for the weary mom

17:16

The Green Ember started at home

19:30

The wider appeal of good children’s stories

20:47

The gift of families receiving stories together

22:45

Reading aloud—it’s what we’re supposed to be doing

25:39

Building up truth, beauty, and goodness in our children through stories

27:17

Explaining up

30:16

The profound truth of The Lord of the Rings

32:12

Good teaching and good storytelling

35:03

Why Sam wrote The Green Ember

36:54

The Read-Aloud invitation

39:39

Is there a sequel coming?

41:59

Sarah’s favorite question

Stories, they shape our affections.
They shape who we’re going to be and
to share that intimate soul-shaping activity
with your parents, with your family is such a gift.
-S.D. Smith
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Major Takeaways
{{Stories get at our affections in a way that nothing else does.
Sam recounts his vision for Story Warren. He wants it to be a place of refuge and
relief. Like hearing the Horns of Rohan in The Lord of the Rings, you can know that
help for our troubled culture is on the way.

{{Lay hold of truth, but don’t neglect beauty and grace.
“Sometimes we love the truth so much that we scorn beauty and we scorn grace.
And I feel like we need to lay hold of one and not neglect the other. And I feel like
good storytelling is dripping with truth but it goes for the heart.” Sam says that the
best stories are a true meeting of truth, beauty, and goodness, never sacrificing
one for the other.
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Sarah mentioned that one reason her own family loves The Green Ember so much
is that the book “invites my children into this beautiful world where they can’t help
but see the truth” even though Sam said that didactic messages were far from his
mind.
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Show Notes
Books we talked about during the show:
Lord of the Rings by J.R.R. Tolkein
Till We Have Faces by C.S. Lewis
The Complete Sherlock Holmes by Arthur Conan Doyle
The Complete Sherlock Holmes by Arthur Conan Doyle, narrated by Simon Vance
The Chronicles of Narnia by C.S. Lewis
100 Cupboards by N.D. Wilson
Notes from the Tilt-A-Whirl: Wide-Eyed Wonder in God’s Spoken Word by N.D. Wilson
Orthodoxy by G.K. Chesterson
Books recommended by kids:
The Pout-Pout Fish by Deborah Diesen
Hush, Litle Dragon by Boni Ashburn
No, David! by David Shannon
A to Z Mysteries by Ron Roy
Other links from this episode:
Story Warren (this sweet video gets right to the heart of Story Warren)
Sam Smith’s website
Sam’s blog post about the value of explaining up instead of dumbing down when
talking to your kids
Teaching from Rest: A Homeschooler’s Guide to Unshakable Peace by Sarah Mackenzie
Randall Goodgame’s fabulous music for kids
Andrew Peterson’s music and books
Zach Franzen, illustrator of The Green Ember
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Andrew Kern from the CiRCE Institute

To find more resources to help you build your family culture around books, visit
ReadAloudRevival.com.
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Action Plan
1. How can you be an ally to your children?
“Good stories have an impact on us all; they help us become who we are meant
to be….we can come alongside our children and be their allies instead of their
adversaries.”
How are you coming alongside your children?
What stories are helping?
What one practice can you incorporate this week that will move you farther along
the path away from an adversarial relationship?

2. A positive antidote to culture.
“It’s easy to wail or moan and lament about that and again, there’s a place for that.
But something that’s really powerful you can do is create and construct. And so I
think Story Warren is a place where we are about construction.”
Are there concrete ways in which you are creating a positive antidote to what’s
toxic in our culture?
How are you equipping your children to do the same?

3. Try explaining up.
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“Real children have lots of questions. If there’s one way to love them is to answer
those questions and to explain things to them.”
Do your children have lots of questions—maybe about theology or other thorny
topics?
Have you tried explaining up instead of dumbing down?
Can you commit to loving your children through answering their questions?
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